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Abstract This paper studies altruistic behavior in a model of local interaction. Individuals live on a circle and choose whether to altruistically provide a local public good. Choices are based on imitation of successful neighbors and experimentation. The public good is assumed to be less local than imitation. In the absence of experimentation altruism can prevail and coexist with egoism as long as the public good is non-global. With experimentation altruism persists in the long run only if the population is large relative to the reach of the public good. KEYWORDS: altruism, imitation, local interaction
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Introduction



A standard assumption in economic theory is that individuals act in their own best interests. Nevertheless, people are often observed acting beyond their immediate self-interests, which is commonly referred to as altruism. There are several approaches to reconcile such acts with the rationality typical of many economic models. One is to incorporate the well being of others into individuals’ utility functions (e.g. Becker, 1974 and 1981). Another is to consider infinitely repeated interaction, in which case trigger strategies that punish selfish behavior can sustain altruism as a Nash equilibrium (see, for example, Fudenberg and Maskin, 1986). Whereas these (by now standard) approaches show that altruism can be consistent with rationality, altruistic behavior can also arise if choices are made in a boundedly rational way. Eshel, Samuelson and Shaked (1998, henceforth, ESS) model individuals who live on a circle and repeatedly choose whether to provide a local public good. Choices are made by imitation of successful neighbors. Altruism persists and even coexists with selfish behavior since the local interaction structure makes it possible to form local altruistic communities where payoffs are high. This leads altruistic choices to be imitated. Both the assumption of local imitation and of a local externality are reasonable in many settings.1 The importance of imitative behavior as a boundedly rational decision rule has been documented in several experiments. (e.g. Huck et al, 1999, Selten and Apesteguia, 2005, Apesteguia et al, 2007, and Apesteguia et al, 2010).2 There are also theories in psychology which argue that the bulk of human behavior is learned by observation and imitation of others (see for example Bandura 1977). Further, Duersch et al (2010) give strong theoretical support for imitation as a decision rule by showing that in large classes of repeated two-player games (among others, public good games similar to the one considered by ESS) a fully rational player can only marginally outperform an imitator. Imitation is also likely to be local, in particular if it is payoff biased, in the sense that choices generating higher payoffs are imitated more frequently. An individual must observe both the actions and consequential well being of his potential role models in this case. This is a demanding informational requirement that probably is met mainly when it comes to family, friends and closer acquaintances, such as neighbors. There are also many examples of local externalities. Overconsumption of subsidized water affects the local water supply and possibly the local reserves of groundwater, creating a negative local externality. Fisheries along the coast affect the supply of fish 1 Providing a public good can be thought of as choosing an action with a positive externality, or not choosing one with a negative externality. 2 Some papers do not find imitation significant, e.g. Kirchkamp and Nagel (2007). For a discussion, see also Kosfeld’s (2004) survey on economic networks in the laboratory.
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mostly in a local or regional way. Many pollutants, such as particles, lead, sulphur and nitrogen oxides act locally or regionally and can be related to such everyday decisions as deciding what kind of lawn mower to buy (where the noise level is also an issue). The externalities caused by the decision to drive a car and how to do it, such as traffic, accidents and pollution (except CO2) are primarily non-global. Littering close to where we live affects mainly people living in the same area, as does letting the dog run loose. These examples, however, point to a drawback of the analysis of ESS, who assume that the externality affects only the two closest neighbors. In the examples it is likely to affect a much larger set of individuals. Jun and Sethi (2007), Matros (2008) and Mengel (2009) address this concern by showing that altruism can persist when the externality affects exactly the same (possibly large) set of individuals that each individual imitates.3 However, in many situations the set of individuals that are reached by the external effects of an individual’s actions will not coincide with the set of his potential role models. Mengel addresses this issue by showing that altruism will not survive when imitation is less local than the externality.4 It is likely, however, that in many cases precisely the opposite is true. While the external effects of our actions often reach a large number of individuals, we mostly learn behaviors from a more limited set of individuals. For instance, we probably learn to be conservative in water consumption by observing the behavior of those close to us, whereas our actions affect a much larger set of individuals. The existing literature provides no result for this case. Hence, we do not know to what extent local externalities combined with local imitation can explain altruistic behavior when the externality is less local than imitation. It is therefore important to see what results follow when taking this natural pairing of assumptions into account. In this paper, I therefore extend the framework of ESS to analyze the case in which the externality is less local than imitation. As in ESS, individuals live on a circle and repeatedly choose whether to provide a public good (to be an altruist), or not (and be an egoist). The simple circular structure is chosen for tractability and since it allows a direct comparison with the seminal analysis of ESS. The public good is shared by an arbitrary number of neighbors. To make a choice, the individual observes the actions and payoffs of the two closest neighbors and imitates the action that generated the highest average payoff. This imitation rule, known in the literature as imitate the best average, is well suited to the local interaction structure here. The fact that the public good is local implies that individuals choosing the same action may obtain different payoffs. Imitate the best average takes this into 3 Matros also shows that altruism is robust to the introduction of rational agents among the imitators. 4 In Fosco and Mengel (2010) a similar conclusion is obtained when extending the framework to include the endogenous evolution of the network.
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account by computing the average of the observed payoffs and choosing the action with the highest average payoff.5 In Proposition 1 it is shown that altruism can persist and coexist with selfish behavior as long as there are at least two individuals in the population with which the public good is not shared. Hence, altruism can survive as long as the public good is non-global. Next, individuals are allowed to sometimes experiment and choose randomly between the two actions. By incorporating experimentation it becomes possible to analyze the stability properties of altruistic behavior in the long run. Proposition 2 shows that with experimentation altruism can survive in the long run if the public good is less local than imitation, but only if the population is sufficiently large. The required size of the population increases in the number of individuals that share the public good. With experimentation there is therefore an important interplay between the localness of the public good and the size of the population. Hence, altruism can persist both in the presence and in the absence of experimentation. A conclusion therefore is that local interaction and imitation is a possible explanation for altruistic behavior in situations well beyond those considered by the previous literature. Intuitively, since the public good is local, altruists can group together and exclude egoists from their contributions. In this way, altruists have mainly altruist neighbors, and egoists have mainly egoist neighbors. Therefore, the altruists obtain higher payoffs and tend to be imitated. As the public good becomes less local, altruists need to form larger groups in order to exclude the egoists. When the public good is nearly global, at most one such altruist group can fit in the population. Such a constellation is very sensitive to experimentation. It is actually enough that a single altruist switches for the entire population to descend into egoism. A large population protects against this by allowing either several altruist groups or few but very large groups. These constellations are more robust to experimentation, since pockets of altruists can survive egoistic experimentations. Hence, altruism has a better chance of surviving in large populations. I conduct computer simulations to obtain an idea of how robust the (long run) predictions of Proposition 2 are to shorter time horizons. The simulations confirm that altruism can survive in the presence of experimentation also over shorter time horizons. They also confirm the importance of the interplay between the localness of the public good and the size of the population, but this likely occurs through mechanisms different from those driving Proposition 2. Over shorter time horizons the survival of altruism depends to a large extent on whether there are sufficient 5 Imitate



the best average has been analyzed by, among others, ESS, Apesteguia et al (2007) and Bergin and Bernhardt (2009). An alternative imitation rule is imitate the best max, which requires individuals to choose the action that generated the highest payoff among the neighbors. Imitate the best max gives similar predictions in the present setting and is analyzed, among others, by Matros. For a survey on imitation and other learning dynamics in networks, see Goyal (2010).
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altruists grouped together in the initial state. The likelihood that this occurs in turn is determined by the localness of the public good and the size of the population. The outline is the following: In section 2 the model is presented. Section 3 and 4 contain the main results. Section 5 considers an extension and Section 6 concludes.



2



The model



Consider a set N := f1; 2; : : : ; ng of individuals that live on fixed locations around a circle. The immediate neighbors to the left and right of i 2 N are denoted i 1 and i + 1 respectively. The second neighbors to the left and right of i are denoted i 2 and i + 2, and so on. The 2z closest neighbors of i thus consist of fi z; i z + 1; :::; i 1; i + 1; :::; i + z 1; i + zg. The model proceeds in discrete time. At each time period t 2 f1; 2; :::g each i 2 N is drawn with independent and identical probability µ 2 (0; 1) to choose an action from S := fa; Eg. This means that there is some inertia in the revision of choices, in the sense that individuals do not necessarily revise their choices in every time period. This can reflect an unwillingness of the individuals to revise their choices too often. It also allows for the possibility that not all individuals revise their choices in perfect synchronicity.6 Once a choice is made, it remains the same until the individual again is drawn to revise his choice. Let sit 2 S be the choice of i 2 N in t. If sit = a, then i provides a local public good in t. In this case, i incurs a cost c > 0. Let NiX consist of i’s 2nX 2 closest neighbors, not including i. NiX is referred to as i’s externality neighborhood. If sit = a, then i contributes 1 unit of utility to each j 2 NiX in t. Since NiX does not include i, he does not contribute any utility to himself.7 As choosing a is costly for the individual but beneficial for his neighbors, i is said to be an altruist in t if sit = a. If sit = E, then i incurs no cost and contributes with no utility to his neighbors in t. Hence, if sit = E, i is said to be an egoist in t. Note that being an altruist is a strictly dominated action, since this implies a net private cost of c in comparison to being an egoist. However, if c is small enough, choosing to be an altruist is good for society, since the contributions to other individuals sum at least 2. Note also that if 6 Note



that ESS assume that µ = 1 and argue that most of their analysis is robust to the case µ < 1. The results here hold with minor modifications if µ = 1. The main difference is that Proposition 1 would include a characterization of states resembling the "blinkers" (i.e. an endless cycle between two states) obtained by ESS in their Proposition 1. This, in turn, would cause a minor adjustment of some of the calculations in Section 4. 7 This is just a simplifying normalization without important consequences for the analysis. If i instead contributed z units of utility to himself, then the net cost for i would be c z rather than c and the analysis would be analogous, but with c z being the relevant parameter.
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sit = a, then i incurs the cost c and provides utility to his neighbors in each period until he is drawn for another revision opportunity, where a new choice is made. Let sˆit = 1 if sit = a and sˆit = 0 if sit = E for all i 2 N. The payoff of i in t is then π it := ∑ j2N X sˆ jt sˆit c. Notice that since the payoff of an individual depends on the i choices of his neighbors, individuals may obtain different payoffs even if they are choosing the same action. Let NiI consist of i’s 2nI 2 closest neighbors and i himself. NiI is referred to as i’s imitation neighborhood. When given a revision opportunity in t, i observes his own action and payoff in t 1 as well as the actions and payoffs of the remaining individuals in NiI in t 1. He computes the average payoff of each observed action in NiI and chooses the action that generated the highest average payoff. In case of a tie, it is assumed that the individual chooses E.8 If sit = s jt for all j 2 NiI , then i keeps sit . This particular imitation rule is considered since the same action may generate different payoffs in the same time period. For example, i 1 may obtain a high payoff when choosing a, while i +1 obtains a low payoff from the same action. In this case, it is not clear that it would be attractive to imitate a. By computing the average payoff of a, i takes into account both the low and high payoff of a. The dynamics hence work as follows. Say i is given a revision opportunity in t. He then observes the actions and payoffs of all individuals in NiI in t 1 and makes a choice accordingly. Suppose this leads him to choose sit = a and that the next revision opportunity arrives at t + 3. Then i incurs a cost c and contributes with one unit of utility to the individuals in NiX in t, t + 1 and t + 2. In t + 3 he observes the actions and payoffs of the individuals in NiI in t + 2 and chooses sit+3 . The following illustrates an individual i and his imitation and externality neighborhoods when nX = 3 and nI = 1:



:::; i



z 4; i 3; i



NiX [fig



}| { 2; i 1; i; i + 1; i + 2; i + 3; i + 4; ::: | {z } NiI



What determines the choice of i in t is whether the average payoff of the altruists in NiI is larger than the average payoff of the egoists in NiI . Let dπ it denote the difference between the average payoffs of altruists and egoists in NiI in t whenever there are both altruists and egoists in NiI . If dπ it is positive, then i chooses to be an altruist in t + 1, if given a revision opportunity. We can write



8 This



convention is of no consequence for the analysis
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dπ it :=



1



∑ j2NiI sˆjt π jt I sˆ jt



∑ j2Ni



1



nI



∑ j2NiI sˆjt



∑ j2NiI (1



sˆ jt )π jt .



The first term corresponds to the average payoff of the altruists in NiI in t and the second term corresponds to the average payoff of the egoists in NiI in t. The imitation rule just described implies that if i is given a revision opportunity in t and there are both altruists and egoists in NiI , then sit =



a if dπ it E if dπ it



>0 0 1



1



If nX = nI = 1 the model reduces to the one analyzed by ESS. If nX nI the model is similar to the one analyzed by Mengel. Here, the focus is on nX > nI , i.e. the public good is less local than imitation. For tractability the main focus (Sections 3-4) is on nX > nI = 1, i.e. individuals imitate only the two closest neighbors. In Section 5 a partial result for nX > nI = 1 is provided. It is also imposed that nX (n 1)=2, which simply means that the externality neighborhood is not larger than the entire circle of individuals. The model includes both an inertia assumption and a strong bound on individuals’ "memory". This combination of assumptions implies that an individual’s action may be active for several time periods, but only the most recent history (i.e. the previous period) is considered when updating the choice. The inertia assumption seems natural, since without it individuals are forced to always update their choices in a perfectly synchronized way, which appears unrealistic. The strict bound on individuals memory, however, is imposed mainly for tractability.9 If individuals take into account the previous history when making their choices we need to keep track not only of the current circle network, but also of a series of past networks in order to analyze the model. Some of the results in the present paper hold also if individuals have longer (but still bounded) memory. For example, the absorbing states (definition below) characterized in Proposition 1 would still be absorbing if individuals had longer memory.10 Focusing only on the most recent period can also be motivated from a bounded rationality perspective. It allows individuals to make choices with a minimum amount of information and without storing and processing 9 This is a common simplification in the literature on imitation dynamics, see, e.g., VegaRedondo (1997), ESS, Alós-Ferrer and Ania (2005), Matros and Mengel. 10 Alós-Ferrer (2008) notes that when inertia is present, incorporating longer memory does not affect the predictions in models of imitation dynamics in several cases. Thus, a conjecture is that longer memory would not alter the results here. Of course, until this conjecture is proven it remains an open question.
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large amounts of information in their memory. Finally, some experimental evidence support the use of only the most recent information. Huck et al find that individuals make choices through imitation in an oligopoly game. When including variables lagged beyond the previous period, they find no evidence that individuals take this information into account. The model described so far defines a finite Markov chain, in which a state is a specification of whether each individual in N is an altruist or an egoist.11 The state space of this process is therefore fa; Egn and the transition probabilities depend on the imitation rule and µ. This Markov process is denoted by Γ and is referred to as the unperturbed process. Let Pτ (ω; ω 0 ) be the probability of reaching state ω 0 2 fa; Egn from a state ω 2 fa; Egn in τ periods. An absorbing state of Γ is defined as a state ω 2 fa; Egn such that P1 (ω; ω) = 1. Hence, an absorbing state is a state that once entered cannot be left. Let Ω denote the set of absorbing states. The absorbing states of Γ are characterized in Section 3. As in ESS individuals are allowed to sometimes deviate from the imitation rule and experiment. In each t each individual experiments with independent and identical probability ε. If i experiments, he chooses between the two actions randomly according to some exogenous probability distribution with full support, that is identical and independent across individuals. By incorporating experimentation a different Markov process is obtained, which is referred to as the perturbed process and denoted by Γε . The experimentations make a transition between any two states of Γε possible and Γε is therefore irreducible and aperiodic. By a well known result, this implies that Γε has a unique stationary distribution which describes average behavior in the long run, as time approaches infinity.12 Denote this stationary distribution by uε . Let u := limε!0 uε , i.e. u is the stationary distribution of Γε as the experimentation probability approaches zero. The support of u is referred to as the set of stochastically stable states. Denote the set of stochastically stable states by Ω . Ω is characterized in section 4. With vanishing experimentation probability the fraction of time spent in the stochastically stable states approaches one as time approaches infinity. By a by now standard result Ω Ω.13 Hence, by incorporating experimentation we obtain a process that in the long run selects among the absorbing states of the unperturbed process. Experimentation makes transitions between absorbing states possible (which consequently are not absorbing in the perturbed process). A large number of experimentations is required to leave some absorbing states, while fewer experimentations are sufficient to leave others. This creates a tendency for the former to be selected in the long 11 A



review on Markov processes can be found in Karlin and Taylor (1975). e.g., Karlin and Taylor. 13 See, e.g., Young (1993). 12 See,
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run. One might expect that Γ and Γε should coincide as ε approaches zero, but this is not true in the infinite time horizon contemplated in the analysis of the perturbed process. As time approaches infinity, the selection mechanism is at work even as the experimentation probability approaches zero (see, e.g., Young). While in the literature the aim frequently is to characterize the stochastically stable states of the perturbed process, a careful characterization of the absorbing states of the unperturbed process is important for two reasons. First, the stochastically stable states are a prediction for the very long run. In the medium run the perturbed process can visit any absorbing state and stay there for several time periods, in particular when the experimentation probability is small. The absorbing states of Γ hence give a medium run prediction for Γε and it is therefore important to have a detailed description of these states.14 Second, since the stochastically stable states of Γε is a subset of the absorbing states of Γ, the latter must be characterized in order to identify the first.



3



Absorbing states of the unperturbed process



This section focuses on the unperturbed process, i.e. when the experimentation probability is equal to zero. The first result, Lemma 1, will be useful in subsequent proofs and provides intuition concerning how the imitation dynamics work. In Lemma 1 and in what follows, time indexes will be omitted (whenever this does not cause confusion) in order to reduce notation. Let si := (si nX 1 ; si nX ; si+nX ; si+nX +1 ). In other words, si specifies the actions chosen by the individuals just inside and just outside i’s externality neighborhood. The proofs of the following and all subsequent results are provided in the appendix. Lemma 1 Suppose nX > nI = 1. (i) dπ i depends only on si ; si 1 ; si ; si+1 and c. (ii) dπ i > 0 if and only if si = (a; a; E; E), c < 1=2 and (si 1 ; si+1 ) = (a; E) (or the mirror image of this). Lemma 1 generalizes a result in ESS. There it was shown that if nX = nI = 1, then i chooses altruism if (si 2 ; si 1 ; si+1 ; si+2 ) = (a; a; E; E).15 In this case i observes altruists that are grouped together and therefore have high payoffs. The egoists that he observes are also grouped together and therefore have low payoffs. If nX > 1, then i’s decision is determined by the actions of the individuals in NiI and just inside and just outside of NiX . All the individuals in NiI receive the same utility 14 See Binmore, Samuelson and Vaughan (1995) for a discussion of the medium and long run in the kind of model analyzed here. 15 The result is not formally stated in ESS, but appear on page 161.
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from the contributions of the individuals in fi nX +1; :::; i 2; i +2; :::; i +nX 1g, i.e. i 1, i and i + 1 share several "externality neighbors". For example, suppose nX = 5. Then i 1, i and i + 1 all receive the same utility from the actions of i 2; i 3 and i 4. The actions of these individuals are therefore irrelevant for the computation of the difference between the average payoffs of altruists and egoists in NiI . However, the contribution of i + 5 is not received by i 1, the contribution of i 5 is not received by i + 1, and the contributions of i + 6 and i 6 are only received by i + 1 and i 1, respectively. The individuals in fi 6; i 5; i + 5; i + 6g can be thought of as the "pivotal" contributors in NiI , i.e. the individuals whose contributions benefit the individuals in NiI non-uniformly. Suppose (si 1 ; si ; si+1 ) = (a; si ; E). For i to choose altruism, it is then necessary that the actions of the pivotal contributors benefit the altruists but not the egoists in NiI . The ideal constellation, and indeed the only one such that i would choose altruism, is (si 6 ; si 5 ; si+5 ; si+6 ) = (a; a; E; E). The altruist i 1 but not the egoist i + 1 receive the contributions of i 6 and i 5 in this case. Further, i + 5 and i + 6 are egoists and therefore do not provide utility to i + 1, which would be out of reach of i 1. The next result characterizes the absorbing states of Γ. Let Ωa and ΩE denote the states in which all individuals are altruists and egoists, respectively. Any (si x ; :::; si 2 ; si 1 ; si ; si+1 ; si+2 ; :::; si+y ) such that s j = a for all j = i x; i x + 1; :::; i + y and si x 1 = si+y+1 = E is referred to as a string of altruists of length x + y + 1. Correspondingly, any (si x ; :::; si 2 ; si 1 ; si ; si+1 ; si+2 ; :::; si+y ) such that s j = E for all j = i x; i x + 1; :::; i + y and si x 1 = si+y+1 = a is referred to as a string of egoists of length x + y + 1. Proposition 1 Suppose nX > nI = 1. (i) If c 1=2, then Ω = Ωa [ ΩE . (ii) With n sufficiently large and c < 1=2, there are four categories of absorbing states of Γ: (1) Ωa , (2) ΩE , (3) strings of altruists of length at least nX + 2 separated by strings of egoists of length nX +1,(4) if nX > 5, states satisfying Lemma 1 consisting of altruist strings of length between 3 and nX 3 separated by egoist strings of length between 2 and nX 4. (iii) A lower bound on the fraction of altruists in the absorbing states nX +2 . referred to in (3) is 2n X +3 Proposition 1 shows that a state in which all individuals are either altruists or egoists is always absorbing. If c < 1=2, then there are also absorbing states with both altruists and egoists. These may consist of relatively long altruist strings separated by somewhat shorter egoist strings (ii.3). If nX > 5, they may also consist of relatively short altruist and egoist strings (ii.4). Example 1 below illustrates Proposition 1 in a population with n = 25 and nI = 1. Each line represents the circle network "straightened out", so the left-most and right-most individuals of each line are neighbors. Panel (A) of Example 1 illustrates the absorbing states in Published by De Gruyter, 2012
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(ii.3) of Proposition 1 when nX = 4. Egoist strings are of length nX + 1 = 5 while altruist strings are at least of length nX + 2 = 6. Altruists can group together either in a single long string (top), or in two shorter strings (middle and bottom). Panel (B) illustrates some non-absorbing states when nX = 4. Hats indicate individuals that would switch by Lemma 1. At the top, the egoist string is too long. The egoists with hats see egoists with relatively low payoff and an altruist who is well off. These egoists would therefore switch. At the middle, there is an isolated egoist in an altruist string. This egoist obtains a high payoff and his altruist neighbors would therefore switch. At the bottom, there is an egoist string that is too short. The egoists in this string obtain high payoffs and the neighboring altruists would therefore switch. Panel (C) illustrates the absorbing states in (ii.4) of Proposition 1 with nX = 10. Both altruist strings and egoist strings are considerably shorter than nX + 2 and nX + 1, respectively. Notice how egoists appear in strings of length nX + 1 that are "broken" by shorter altruist strings. For example, in the top of Panel (C) there is a string of four Egoists to the left, with a string of five altruists to its right, followed by a string of two egoist, summing eleven. This pattern always appears in the absorbing states in (ii.4). Example 1: n = 25 and nI = 1 (A) ii.3 Absorbing States, nX = 4 aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaEEEEE



(B) Non-absorbing States, nX = 4 ˆ aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaEEEEEEE Eˆ



aaaaaaaaaaEEEEEaaaaaaEEEEE aaaaaE ˆ aaaaEEEEEaaaaaaEEEEE ˆ aaaaaaaaEEEEEaaaaaaaaEEEEE



aaaaaaaaEEEEEaaaaaaaaaa ˆ aEE ˆ



(C) ii.4 Absorbing states, nX = 10 EEEEaaaaaEEaaaaaaaEEaaaaa EEEaaaaaaEEaaaaaaEEEaaaaa Proposition 1 implies that a sufficient condition for the existence of absorbing states with both egoists and altruists is n (nX + 2) + (nX + 1) = 2nX + 3 or nX (n 3)=2. Hence, as long as the public good is not completely global, in the sense that there are at least two individuals in the population not enjoying the contribution of each individual, we may observe altruistic behavior even in the presence of free riding egoists. Altruists can thus coexist with egoists even when the externality is far less local than what is assumed in ESS. It is essentially sufficient that the public good is non-global. On the other hand, if the public good is com10
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pletely global, there is no hope for altruism. This conclusion is emphasized in the following corollary: Corollary 1 There are absorbing states at which egoists and altruists coexist if nX (n 3)=2. Proposition 1 also implies that several properties of the case nX = nI = 1 generalize naturally. The structure of the absorbing states in (ii.3) of Proposition 1 is analogous to the case nX = nI = 1, in the sense that long strings of altruists are separated by strings of egoists. The intuition is similar too. By grouping together, altruists exclude egoists from the benefits of cooperation. As imitation is local, altruists observe altruists with many altruist neighbors. The payoffs of the observed altruists are therefore high, which leads them to be imitated. Similarly, egoists observe egoists with many egoist neighbors. The payoffs of the observed egoists are therefore relatively low and hence they are not imitated. As the externality becomes less local, altruist groups must be larger for the contributions to be isolated from the egoists to a sufficient extent. Egoists live in groups on the edges of the altruist groups, benefitting to some degree from the public goods provided by these. These egoist groups can only grow to a certain limit, restricted by the size of the externality neighborhood. The lower bound for altruism derived here generalizes the lower bound derived by ESS for the case nX = 1, which was found to be 0:6. Here, the nX +2 , which is equal to 0:6 at nX = 1 and converges to 0:5 as nX lower bound is 2n X +3 becomes large. The absorbing states in (ii.4) of Proposition 1 do not appear when nX = 1. In these absorbing states, relatively short altruists strings are mixed with relatively short egoist strings. They appear since altruists can benefit from distant altruist strings which the neighbor egoists do not benefit from. Absorbing states of type (ii.4) can take a variety of forms and have in common that the altruist and egoist strings are short compared to absorbing states of type (ii.3).



4



Stochastically stable states of the perturbed process



Even though there are absorbing states at which altruists and egoists coexist when interaction is almost global, so far nothing has been said about the stability of these states in the presence of experimentation. Experimentation sometimes makes it more difficult for altruism to persist. For example, if nX = (n 3)=2, then one experimentation is sufficient to lead an absorbing state with both altruists and egoists into a state with only egoists. On the other hand, a single experimentation is never enough to restore altruism. Hence, if nX = (n 3)=2, then states with only egoists Published by De Gruyter, 2012
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seems more stable than states with both altruists and egoists. Altruism could appear and endure for some time even under these circumstances, but egoism would have the upper hand in the long run. In a larger population, however, a greater number of experimentations are necessary to eliminate altruism. In this case, there will either be more or longer altruist strings in absorbing states, and there is a limit to the number of altruists that can be converted by a single egoistic experimentation. Moreover, the number of experimentations required to reintroduce altruism into a world of egoism is never above nX + 1. Example 2 illustrates the effect of a single egoistic experimentation at t = 1 at an absorbing state with nX = 4 and n = 11 (left) and n = 24 (right). In the left panel, the population descends into egoism by t = 4 (given that the "appropriate" individuals have revision possibilities in each period). In the right panel, one of the altruist strings is gone by t = 4. However, the resulting egoist string is too long and the egoists at its border will successively switch to altruism until at t = 10 a new absorbing state with both altruists and egoists is reached. Hence, when n = 24 a single egoistic experimentation is not sufficient to eliminate altruism from the population. Example 2: nX = 4. t =0 t =1 t =2 t =3 t =4



n = 11 aaaaaaEEEEE aaEaaaEEEEE aEEEaaEEEEE EEEEEaEEEEE EEEEEEEEEEE



n = 24 t =0 aaaaaaEEEEEaaaaaaaaEEEEE t =1 aaEaaaEEEEEaaaaaaaaEEEEE t = 4 EEEEEEEEEEEaaaaaaaaEEEEE t = 5 EEEEEEEEEEaaaaaaaaaaEEEE t = 10 EEEEEaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa



The stability of altruism in the presence of experimentation is related to both nX and n. To analyze this formally, I use the techniques developed by Freidlin and Wentzell (1984) and introduced into economics by Kandori, Mailath and Rob (1993) and Young in order to characterize the stochastically stable states of Γε . The process will spend almost all of its time in the stochastically stable states in the long run. The characterization of the stochastically stable states is carried out for the case nX 5. When nX > 5 absorbing states of the type in (ii.4) of Proposition 1 emerge and it is particularly complicated to analyze how experimentations can lead the process in and out of these states. Let Ω3 denote the set of absorbing states specified in (ii.3) of Proposition 1. Let dxe be the smallest integer greater than x. Proposition 2 lSupposem 1 = nI < nX 5 and c < 1=2.l If n > m4(nX + 1)2 , then Ω = Ω3 . If 4(nXn+1) < nX + 1, then Ω = ΩE . If 4(nXn+1) = nX + 1, then Ω = ΩE [ Ω3 . 12
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Proposition 2 implies that the absorbing state at which all individuals are altruists is not stochastically stable and will therefore not appear in the long run. This state is very sensitive to experimentation. A single egoistic experimentation thrives and grows into a string of length nX + 1 with positive probability, reaching a state with both altruists and egoists. Moreover, to reach a state at which all individuals are altruists from another absorbing state requires simultaneous experimentation of many egoists. It is generally more difficult to leave states with both altruists and egoists for a state where all individuals are either altruists or egoists. Proposition 2 shows that absorbing states with both altruists and egoists are stochastically stable when the population is sufficiently large. The required size of the population increases quadratically with nX . As nX increases altruists strings must be longer in order to persist. Hence, more experimentations are needed to introduce altruism into a world of egoism. Moreover, for a fixed population size, fewer experimentations are required to eliminate altruism and descend into egoism. A large externality neighborhood is therefore bad for altruism and eventually precludes altruism in the long run. The number of experimentations required to eliminate altruism increases linearly with population size. As the population grows, at some point it becomes so difficult to eliminate altruism that it ends up prevailing in the long run. A large population protects altruism since it becomes increasingly difficult for egoistic experimentations to eliminate all altruists at once. If some individual switches from altruism and causes a temporary increase in egoism, pockets of altruism at other locations are unaffected by this burst of egoism. Proposition 2 generalizes the conclusions of ESS, who only show that when nX = 1, the required size of the population is 30. Proposition 2 allows us to make a precise statement with regard to the required localness of the public good for altruism to persist in the presence of experimentations. A measure of the globalness of the public good is 2nX =n, i.e. the fraction of the population enjoying the contribution of each individual. From Proposition 2 we have that n > 4(nX + 1)2 is necessary and sufficient for all stochastically stable states to involve altruism. This 2nX X can be rewritten 2(n n+1) 2 > n . Hence, nX puts an upper bound to the globalness X X 17 of the public good. The term 2(n n+1) 2 is maximized at nX = 1 at which n X



is required for altruism to prevail.16 Hence, at most 2=17 individuals of the population can enjoy the contributions of each individual for all stochastically stable states to involve altruism. In other words, the public good must be quite local in the relative sense considered here for altruism to prevail in the long run. This finding is summarized in the following corollary: 16 The difference with respect to ESS comes from the fact that ESS consider µ = 1, i.e. all individuals necessarily revise their choice in each period, whereas here µ 2 (0; 1).
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Corollary 2 For altruism to prevail in the long run, the externality can benefit at most a fraction 2/17 of the population. This occurs when nX = 1. Proposition 2 characterizes the stochastically stable states of Γε . These correspond to the prediction of the model as time approaches infinity, i.e. in the very long run. To obtain an idea of the model’s predictions with experimentation at intermediate time horizons I conducted computer simulations, the results of which are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 1. The time horizon was set at 500 periods. I used a grid f1; 2; :::; 8g f25; 50; 75; 100; 200g for nX and n. The initial state was drawn with uniform probabilities and 500 simulations were carried out for each combination of nX and n. µ was set at 0:98 and ε at 0:01. Whenever an individual experiments she chooses a with probability 1=2 and E with probability 1=2. Table 1 reports the average fractions of altruists in the population across time periods and simulations. Rows correspond to the different values of nX and columns to the different values of n. The final column of Table 1 reports 4(nX + 1)2 , i.e. for each nX the values of n above which Ω3 is stochastically stable and below which ΩE is stochastically stable (according to Proposition 2).17 Figure 1 plots the average fraction of altruists against nX for n = 25, n = 75 and n = 200. The solid, dashed and dashed-dot lines correspond to n = 25, n = 75 and n = 200, respectively. The horizontal axis corresponds to nX and the vertical axis to the average fractions of altruists across time periods and simulations. Table 1: Average fractions of altruists n



25



50



75



100



200



4(nX +1)2



0.5527



0.7239



0.7575



0.7689



0.7685



16



0.2353



0.4137



0.5199



0.5826



0.6812



36



0.0817



0.1748



0.2641



0.3247



0.4412



64



0.0388



0.0985



0.1643



0.1662



0.2840



100



0.0126



0.0388



0.0831



0.0870



0.1543



144



0.0097



0.0203



0.0305



0.0425



0.0633



196



0.0070



0.0108



0.0178



0.0200



0.0319



256



0.0067



0.0083



0.0097



0.0093



0.0146



324



nX 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8



Note: Average fraction of altruists across 500 simulations with 500 time periods, ε = 0:01 and µ = 0:98. 17 Extrapolating



Proposition 2 when nX > 5.
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Figure 1: Average fractions of altruists
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Note: The horizontal axis corresponds to nX and the vertical axis to the average fractions of altruists.



Table 1 and Figure 1 reveal that the average fraction of altruists decreases relatively smoothly in nX given n. The fraction of altruists also increases in n given nX . The simulations thus reinforce the conclusion that whether altruism persists depends on the relative size of the externality neighborhood and the population. They are also consistent with Proposition 2 in the sense that a large externality neighborhood makes it harder for altruism to survive, whereas a large population benefits altruism. However, Proposition 2 predicts a sharp discontinuity in the fraction of altruists at certain values of nX and n. This cannot be observed in the simulations. For example, when nX = 3 the increase in altruism is larger between n = 25 and n = 50 than between n = 50 and n = 75. Proposition 2 predicts no altruism when n < 64 and at least 50% altruism when n > 64 in this case. Hence, Proposition 2 should lead us to expect a larger jump in altruism when going from n = 50 to n = 75. An analogous argument applies to nX = 4 and n = 75 versus n = 100. A likely reason for this inconsistency is that the time horizon of 500 periods is too short for experimentation to generate the motion back and forth between altruism and egoism which drives the results in Proposition 2.18 Instead, a slightly different mechanism 18 Similar



conclusions were obtained while experimenting with time horizons of up to 5000 peri-



ods.
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is likely behind the results in Table 1. When the time horizon is relatively short, as in the simulations, the initial state becomes important. The fractions of altruists in Table 1 likely reflect to a large extent the probability of having a string of altruists in the initial state that is sufficiently long for altruism to subsequently grow. Such a string should be of size nX + 2 or larger. The likelihood of obtaining such a string in the initial state decreases in nX and increases in n. Hence, while the simulations show that the mechanics behind Proposition 2 need longer time horizons in order to have a significant effect, they reinforce the conclusion that the prevalence of altruism depends on the relative sizes of the externality neighborhood and the population. Finally, a conclusion of the simulations is that altruism can persist in the presence of experimentation also over shorter time horizons.



5



Larger imitation neighborhoods



This section presents a result for the case nX > nI > 1. The model is more complex in this case and it is difficult to provide a complete characterization, even more so since the dynamics depend to a considerable extent on c. Instead, I characterize a structure of intuitive appeal, composed of long strings of altruists separated by long strings of egoists, that will constitute an absorbing state if c is in a certain range and given that nX is significantly larger than nI . This structure also encompasses absorbing states characterized in ii.3 of Proposition 1. Proposition 3 With n sufficiently large and nX 2nI 1, strings of altruists of length at least 2nI + nX separated by egoist strings of length nI + nX are absorbing 2 I ) +nI 3 2nI 1 ; 2 ). states of the unperturbed process if and only if c 2 [ 2(n2(1+n I) Proposition 3 shows that absorbing states in which long strings of altruists are separated by long strings of egoists exist also when imitation neighborhoods are larger. The condition nX 2nI 1 requires externality neighborhoods to be significantly larger than the imitation neighborhoods. The upper bound for the cost is the highest cost at which altruists remain so. This increases with nI . Intuitively, as imitation neighborhoods become larger, altruists can see deeper into both altruist and egoist strings where altruists are happier and egoists are more miserable. Hence, altruists remain altruists at larger costs. The lower bound for the cost in Proposition 3 is the lowest cost at which egoists remain egoists. This also increases in nI and it does so more rapidly than the upper bound. Hence, the interval becomes smaller as nI becomes larger. However, this is because egoists become more tempted to switch to altruism and not the opposite. At costs below the lower bound it should be even easier for altruism to thrive. Since larger nI increases the upper bound for 16
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the cost, more information in a sense helps altruism. This should be contrasted with the conclusion in Mengel, that too large imitation neighborhoods are detrimental for altruism. As long as the imitation neighborhoods are smaller than the externality neighborhoods, more information is beneficial for altruism in some sense.
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Concluding Remarks



This paper has analyzed the importance of localness for altruism in a model of local provision of a public good. In the short run altruism can survive as long as the public good is not global. Altruism can also survive in the presence of experimentation in the long run. However, this requires the population to be large. A large population protects altruism by allowing pockets of altruists to survive egoistic experimentations. The required size of the population increases quadratically in the size of the externality neighborhood. With experimentation, altruism will not survive in the long run if the public good is more global (in the sense of reaching a larger fraction of the population) than in the case analyzed by ESS. The model considered here is too stylized to have policy implications. Nevertheless, it does suggest that if one wants to enforce altruistic behavior, it may be better to concentrate enforcement locally. For example, it may be desirable to enforce emission control of automobiles. An implication of this paper is that if the benefits of implementing emission control are sufficiently local, it may be better to concentrate the efforts of enforcement to certain areas, instead of spreading them over the entire population. In this way, the benefits of reducing emissions can be revealed and subsequently imitated by other segments of the population. It may even be a good idea to temporally enforce altruism locally, even if the investment has a negative benefit net cost in the short run. If behavior is driven by imitation, the locally enforced altruism can spread and eventually enforcement may not be necessary. However, this works only if the population is much larger than the reach of the externality. Otherwise, in the long run, it is likely that the population is driven back to a state of egoistic behavior. In this paper, individuals’ memory is strongly bounded. One direction for future research would be to analyze the effect of memory on the survival of altruistic behavior. While in this paper all individuals are boundedly rational imitators, another interesting possibility is to analyze whether an invasion of rational individuals could destabilize altruism. In particular, one might ask how the number of rational individuals necessary to eliminate altruism responds to the parameters of the model. Matros (2008) has analyzed this when the size of the externality and imitation neighborhood coincide, but whether altruism can resist invasion of rational individuals when the externality neighborhood is larger than the imitation Published by De Gruyter, 2012
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neighborhood remains an open question.
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Appendix



Proof of Lemma 1. (i) We can write dπ i = δ (1=2(π j + π k ) π l ), where δ is an indicator function, taking the value 1 if there are two altruists in NiI and 1 if there is only one. j and k are the individuals in NiI picking the same action and obviously i 2 f j; k; lg. Let η i := ∑ j0 2N X s j0 . Hence dπ i = δ (1=2(η j + η k ) η l ) c. Now, i note that j; k; and l will all receive the contributions of the individuals in fi nX + 1; i nX +2; : : : ; i+nX 2; i+nX 1gnf j; k; lg. This means that these contributions will be added and subtracted once in dπ i and they are therefore irrelevant for dπ i . Hence, dπ i is a function only of the actions of the individuals in fi nX 1; i nX ; i + nX ; i + nX + 1g [ f j; k; lg and c. (ii) Individual i is either surrounded by two individuals opposite of his kind, or by one of each kind. We therefore have the following four possibilities: Eai E, aEi a, aai E, aEi E. By eliminating irrelevant contributions and considering these four possibilities we obtain: Eai E: dπ i = 1=2(sˆi nX 1 + sˆi+nX +1 sˆi nX sˆi+nX ) (c + 1). The maximum of this expression is c and hence dπ i < 0. aEi a: dπ i = 1=2(sˆi nX 1 + sˆi+nX +1 sˆi nX sˆi+nX ) (c + 1). The maximum of this expression is c and hence dπ i < 0. aai E: dπ i = 1=2(sˆi nX 1 + 2sˆi nX sˆi+nX 2sˆi+nX +1 ) (c + 1). This is positive only at the maximum, which is equal to 1=2 c, and only if c < 1=2. The maximum is attained at si = (a; a; E; E) and hence dπ i > 0 when si = (a; a; E; E), c < 1=2, (si 1 ; si+1 ) = (a; E) and si = a. aEi E:dπ i = 1=2(sˆi nX + 2sˆi nX 1 2sˆi+nX sˆi+nX +1 ) (c + 1): This is positive only at the maximum, which is equal to 1=2 c, and only if c < 1=2. The maximum is attained at si = (a; a; E; E) and hence dπ i > 0 when si = (a; a; E; E), c < 1=2, (si 1 ; si+1 ) = (a; E) and si = E. Proof of Proposition 1. (i) This is a direct corollary of Lemma 1, which shows that unless c < 1=2 an absorbing state cannot contain both altruists and egoists. States containing either only altruists or only egoists are obviously absorbing. (ii) (1) and (2) are obvious. (3): In an absorbing state Lemma 1 requires the following structure anywhere that an altruist is adjacent to an egoist (for the sake of concreteness the illustrations are made for the case nX = 10 and each dot represents an individual taking an unspecified action): :::ai



nX 1 ai nX ::::::::ai 1 ai Ei+1 ::::::::Ei+nX Ei+nX +1 :::
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By further using Lemma 1 the following is obtained: si 1 = a implies that si 2 = a; si nX = a implies that si nX +1 = a; si nX +1 = a implies that si+2 = E; and si+1 = E implies that si+nI+2 = a. Hence, in an absorbing state the following structure must always result where an altruist is adjacent to an egoist: :::ai



nX 1 ai nX ai nX +1 ::::::ai 2 ai 1 ai Ei+1 Ei+2 :::::::Ei+nX Ei+nX +1 ai+nX +2 ::: α β



(A1)



Note that A1 implies that egoist (altruist) strings must be of length 2 (3) at least and an egoist string can be at most of length nX + 1. Let α := fi nX + 2; : : : ; i 3g and β := fi + 3; : : : ; i + nX 1g (as illustrated in A1). α and β are of length nX 4 and nX 3 respectively. If α contains only altruists, which implies an altruist string of length at least nX + 2, then β must contain only egoists. Otherwise any altruist in β with an egoist to his left will switch by Lemma 1. On the other hand, if β contains only egoists all individuals in α must be altruists. Otherwise an altruist in α with an egoist to his left will switch by Lemma 1. Hence, if there is some altruist string longer than nX + 2 it must be bordered on each side by egoist strings of length nX + 1, followed by more altruist strings of length at least nX + 2, and so on. If there is an egoist string of length nX + 1 it must be bordered on each side by altruist strings longer than nX + 2 followed by more egoist strings of length nX + 1, and so on. Consequently, in an absorbing state with an altruist string longer than nX + 2, all egoist strings are of length nX + 1 and all altruist strings are longer than nX + 2. In an absorbing state with an egoist string of length nX + 1, all egoist strings are of length nX + 1 and all altruist strings are longer than nX + 2. (4): Consider again A1. In order to have an egoist string of length less than nX + 1 in an absorbing state there must be some altruists in β . We know that any altruist string must have length at least 3. Hence, the length of any egoist string shorter than nX + 1 can be at most nX + 1 3 2 = nX 4. Analogously, if there are some egoists in α there must be at least two of them, restricting the length of altruist strings to nX + 2 3 2 = nX 3. If nX 5 then egoist strings would be at most of length 1 and by A1 such a string cannot be part of an absorbing state. Therefore, with nX 5 all absorbing states are of the kind described in (3). The following illustrates an absorbing state with n = 18 and nX = 10, where the egoist strings are of length nX 8 and the altruist strings are of length n3 3: EEaaaaaaaEEaaaaaaa (iii) The lower bound of altruists in type 3 absorbing states is obtained by taking an altruist string of length nX + 2 and an egoist string of length nX + 1 and is therefore equal to (nX + 2)=(2nX + 3).
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Proof of Proposition 2. The methodology of Young (1993, 1998) is used to characterize Ω . In short, the method works as follows: For any ω 2 Ω, an ωtree is a tree branching out from ω and reaching every ω 0 2 Ω, ω 0 6= ω, through a unique path. The cost c(ω 0 ; ω 00 ) of the edge between ω 0 and ω 00 in this graph is equal to the minimum number of experimentations needed for the process to move from ω 0 to ω 00 with positive probability. Let Θω be the set of all ω-trees. The stochastic potential of ω is defined as γ(ω) := min ∑(ω 0 ;ω 00 )2θ c(ω 0 ; ω 00 ). It holds θ 2Θω



that ω 2 Ω if and only if ω 2 arg minfγ(ω 0 )g. Hence, Ω corresponds to the states ω 0 2Ω



with minimum stochastic potential. The proof is carried out in three steps: (1) it is shown that all states in Ω3 have the same stochastic potential. This implies that if some state in Ω3 is stochastically stable, then all states in Ω3 are stochastically stable; (2) Ωa is not stochastically stable; (3) the conditions under which either Ω3 or ΩE are stochastically stable are derived. Step 1: Let an x-experimentation transition from ω 2 Ω to ω 0 2 Ω mean that x experimentations lead the process from ω to ω 0 with positive probability. This is abbreviated xET. In order to show that all states in Ω3 have the same stochastic potential, here it is shown that any state ω 2 Ω3 can be reached by a series of 1ETs from any other state ω 0 2 Ω3 . Let x(k) denote the set of states in Ω3 in which there are k 1 altruist strings. Altruist strings of length at most 3nX + 3 are referred to as short strings and other altruist strings are referred to as long strings. Let x(k1 ; k2 ) denote the set of states in Ω3 in which there are k1 short strings and k2 long strings. We start by making two observations: (i) The presence of a short string makes a 1ET from a state in x(k) to a state in x(k 1) possible. If an altruist in the middle of a short string experiments to egoism the entire string is converted to egoism with positive probability. Hence, a longer egoist string is formed, which shrinks at its edges until it reaches length nX + 1. In this way the adjacent altruist strings grows (and with positive probability, only one of the adjacent altruist strings grows). This goes on until a state in x(k 1) is reached. (ii) The presence of a long string makes a 1ET from a state in x(k) to a state in x(k + 1) possible. This happens if an altruist in the middle of the long string experiments to egoism. This single egoist then grows to length nX + 1, hence reaching a state in x(k + 1). Next, it is possible to reach a state in x(1) from any state in x(k) through a series of 1ETs. First, consider a state in x(k1 ; k2 ) with k2 > 1. It is possible to reach a state in x(k10 ; 1) through a series of 1ETs by repeatedly putting egoist experimentations in the middle of each of the long strings, except one, as described in observation (ii). In this way, all of the long strings, except one, will be split up into short strings and we hence reach a state in x(k10 ; 1) with k10 > k1 . Second, if k2 = 0 it is possible to reach a state in x(k100 ; 1) by destroying short strings until a long 20
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string is created, as described in observation (i). If k10 = 0 or k200 = 0 we are in a state in x(1) so we are finished. Otherwise, a state in x(1) can be reached by successively merging short strings with the long string by placing an experimentation inside a short string adjacent to the long altruist string and letting the egoist string created in this way be absorbed into the long string (as in observation (i)). Proceeding in this way with each of the short strings, they are eventually eliminated and we arrive at x(0; 1). Hence, a state in x(1) is reached from any state in x(k) through a series of 1ETs. Next, any state in x(1) can be reached from any other state in x(1) by a series of 1ETs (x(1) contains more than one state since the egoist string may be at different locations). To "move" the egoist string, let an altruist adjacent to the egoist string mutate and next let the egoist at the opposite end of the egoist string imitate to altruism. In this way, one experimentation moves the egoist string one step, so a different state in x(1) is reached through a 1ET. Thus any state in x(1) can be reached by a sequence of 1ETs from any other state in x(1). Finally, any state in x(k), k > 1, can be reached from a state in x(1) via a series of 1ETs. For any state ω 2 x(k), k > 1, pick a state in ω 0 2 x(1) with a string of egoists that coincide in location with some egoist string in ω. Let an altruist in ω 0 located at the centre of an egoist string in ω experiment to egoism. This leads to a state in x(2) with two egoist strings that coincide in location with two egoist strings in ω. The procedure is repeated until ω is reached. Consequently, a state in x(1) can be reached through a series of 1ETs from any state in Ω3 , and any state in x(1) can be reached from any other state in x(1) through a series of 1ETs. Any state in Ω3 can be reached from some state in x(1) through a series of 1ETs. This implies that any state ω 2 Ω3 can be reached by a series of 1ETs from any other state ω 0 2 Ω3 . Step 2: First note that it is possible to reach some state ω 2 Ω3 from Ωa through a 1ET. Consider the Ωa -tree. In the path from ω to Ωa at some point there is an edge leaving some state ω 0 at cost greater than 1, since egoist strings are always at least of length 2 in absorbing states and 2 experimentations therefore are necessary to eliminate egoism. Cut that edge and add the edge consisting of the 1ET from Ωa to ω and we obtain an ω 0 -tree with lower total cost than the Ωa -tree. Hence, Ωa is not stochastically stable. Step 3: Consider first the ω-tree for some ω 2 Ω3 . In such a tree the edges exiting any ω 0 2 Ω3 as well as Ωa must have cost 1. ΩE is connected to the ω-tree in the least costly way. Only altruist strings at least of length nX +1 can grow to size nX + 2 or larger. At the same time, the introduction of a nX + 1 string of altruists is sufficient for the system to reach a state in Ω3 . Hence, in the ω-tree the edge leaving ΩE has cost nX + 1. Now consider the ΩE -tree. In the ΩE -tree the edge leaving Ωa has cost 1 Published by De Gruyter, 2012
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and is connected to some state in Ω3 . All states in Ω3 have outgoing edges of cost 1, except one that is connected to ΩE . This is a state ω 2 Ω3 from which ΩE can be reached with the lowest number of experimentations. A single experimentation can destroy an altruist string of length at most 3(nX + 1). The largest population in a type (3) absorbing state that can be converted to egoism by m experimentations is nˆ = m((nX + 1) + 3(nX + 1)) = 4m(nX + 1). This occurs in the state m l in which altruist strings are of length precisely 3(nX + 1). Consequently m = 4(nXn+1) is the smallest number of experimentations required to move from a state in Ω3 to ΩE . Whether nX + 1 m l Ω3 or mΩE is stochastically stable then dependsl on whether n n is larger than 4(nX +1) . Hence, Ω3 is stochastically stable if 4(nX +1) > nX + 1, l m n 2 or n > 4(nX + 1) . If 4(nX +1) < nX + 1, then ΩE is stochastically stable and if m l n 4(nX +1) = nX + 1, then both Ω3 and ΩE are stochastically stable.



Proof of Proposition 3. Consider a state ω consisting of altruist strings of length at least 2nI + nX and egoist strings of length nI + nX . It will be shown that if nX 2 I ) +nI 3 2nI 1 ; 2 ). Suppose (without 2nI 1 , then ω is absorbing if and only if c 2 [ 2(n2(1+n I) loss of generality) that i is an altruist and i + 1 is an egoist. Let A := fi nI + 1; i nI + 2; :::; i 1; ig and B := fi + 1; i + 2; :::; i + nI g. A and B correspond to the altruists with some egoist in their imitation neighborhood and the egoists with some altruist in their imitation neighborhood, respectively. For ω to be absorbing, all the individuals in A must remain altruistic if picked to imitate, i.e. it must hold that dπ j > 0 for all j 2 A. If nX 2nI 1 we obtain that for j 2 A, nI +1+i j 1 ∑ (nX + k nI + 1 + i j k=1 2nI 1 c: = 2



dπ j =



1)



1 nI + j



nI + j i



i



∑



(nX



k + 1)



c



k=1



Hence dπ j > 0 if and only if c < 2nI2 1 . Let c := 2nI2 1 . c is the highest cost at which altruists remain altruists when strings of altruists of length at least 2nI + nX are separated by egoist strings of length nI + nX . For ω to be an absorbing state it is needed that dπ j 0 for all j 2 B. Note that dπ i+1 = =



1 nI ∑ (nX + k nI k=1 2(nI )2 + nI 3 2(1 + nI )



1)



nI 1 ( ∑ (nX nI + 1 k=1



k + 1) + nX



nI + 1)



c
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I ) +nI 3 I ) +nI 3 . Let c := 2(n2(1+n and note that Hence, dπ i+1 0 if and only if c 2(n2(1+n I) I) c < c, so there are costs at which the individuals in A remain altruists and i + 1 remain egoist. We now show that dπ j > dπ j+1 for any j; j + 1 2 B. This ensures that no individual in B switches to altruism as long as c > c. Let π aj and π Ej denote the average payoffs of altruists and egoists, respectively, in N Ij . Then dπ j dπ j+1 = π aj π aj+1 (π Ej π Ej+1 ). Consider some j; j + 1 2 B. Then



π aj



π aj+1



=



nI



nI 1 j+i+1



j+i+1



∑



(nX + k



1)



nI



k=1



nI j+i 1 ∑ (nX + k j + i k=1



1 1) = : 2



By taking into account the overlap of N Ij and N Ij+1 it is obtained that π Ej



π Ej+1 =



=



1 nI + j



∑ I



i k2N



nI + j



j :sk =E



∑k2N Ij :sk =E π k (nI + j



1



πk (nI + j



i)(nI + j



∑ I



i + 1 k2N



i)π j+nI +1 i + 1)



πk



j :sk =E



π j+nI +1 nI + j i + 1



π Ej π j+nI +1 = : (nI + j i + 1)



It can easily be seen that π Ej π Ei+1 and π j+nI +1 obviously is larger than the smallest payoff obtained by some individual in the egoist string. Hence, π Ej π Ei+1 = nX nI 1 nX (nI 1). Therefore, 2 and π j+nI +1 π Ej



π Ej+1 =



π Ej π j+nI +1 nI + j i + 1



nI 1 1 < = π aj 2(nI + j i + 1) 2



π aj+1 ,



i.e. dπ j > dπ j+1 . Hence c is the lowest cost at which individuals in B do not switch to altruism in a state in which altruists strings of length at least 2nI + nX are separated by egoist strings of length nI + nX .
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